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3. FISHING
There are two groups of fishing households, differing
in methods of fishing and in their residential areas.
The first group, living at the west end of the village on
Yu I and II, only follow fishing as a supplementary
occupation* Their method is by nets and hooks.
Their heavy work is in the winter. At that time, when
agricultural work is at a pause, they start their large
scale " circle fishing," Several boats co-operate to-
gether to form a team. Small hooks are hung* close
to each other on a strong and long rope, to which are
added several heavy weights. The fishing team dis-
tribute themselves in a circle, letting the hooks sink
into the bottom of the lake. In cold weather, especially
when snow has fallen, the lake does not freeze, but the
fish are all half-hibernated in the mud, and, as the
hooks drag through the mud, the fish are easily gathered*
This " circle fishing" is sometimes continued for
several weeks and yields a large return. On ordinary
days the fishermen spread their large nets in the water
and collect fish from them several times a day. This
kind of fishing can be done only by those whose
houses are near the lake. That is the reason for the
localization of this group in the area at the west end.
Shrimps are collected from the lake by a kind of
trap, made of basketry. Shrimp trapping is a common
occupation of those households which live near the
lake. According to reports I gathered in the summer
of 1935, there were forty-three boats engaged in this
work. The traps are connected by cords to a long line
and put into the water. Every four hours they are
cleared, because the shrimps will die if they are
allowed to remain too long in the traps, and dead

